Assignment Brief

Assignment

Thank you for your continued interest in a career at Mudano
and congratulations on reaching the next round of the process.
We look for everyone in Mudano to help us move towards our vision while delivering
outstanding results for our clients. We’d like to hear your understanding of our
proposition, where you believe you would add value at Mudano and for our clients, as
well as your vision for the future of large-scale IT change.
We would like you to prepare a 15-minute
presentation on a topic aligned to where you
see yourself in Mudano. This should give you
an opportunity to demonstrate the value you
could add in that role, as well as showing your
understanding of our proposition and strategy.

// T
 he current gaps in project management software and how
Mudano should address them

You are welcome to choose a topic specific to your
experience or an idea formed from conversations
with your previous interviewer. Otherwise you
can choose a topic from the list below:

// H
 ow to visualise agile project performance to drive effective
decision making

// How to focus a project around measurable business value

// How modern data solutions can transform financial services

// H
 ow we can use historic project data to define optimal IT
architectures

// H
 ow financial services can move from complex legacy
estates to benefit from modern technologies and delivery
techniques – and how will this add value for customers

// H
 ow artificial intelligence can be utilised to increase project
performance
// W
 hy artificial intelligence will replace large scale project
management, and how
// W
 hy artificial intelligence won’t replace large scale project
management, and what will

// Your most successful project and what you learned from it
// Your biggest failure and what you learned from it
// H
 ow to drive behavioural change through data and artificial
intelligence

// H
 ow we can improve architectural decisions through data
analysis and visualisation

// A
 pproaches for structuring project delivery teams for
outstanding performance
// U
 sing data analytics to improve requirements capture and
management
// Driving cultural change to support optimal project delivery

Assignment Brief

What are we looking for?
We’re looking for people who challenge the status quo
and focus on positive change. Teach us something,
challenge our thinking, tell us something we don’t
know. What do you bring to Mudano that expands our
diversity of thought and makes our team stronger?
Do you understand our vision and
engage with our proposition?
We’re a data company. What data points
underpin your arguments?

Delivery principles

15

minute
presentation
Your choice
of topic
Q&A

Our delivery principles provide the foundation of
everything we do at Mudano so you may find it useful
to validate your presentation against them.
/ Pursue Value
/ Remove Waste
/ Anticipate Issues
/ Empower Teams
/ Use Science

Logistics and preparation
You’re welcome to structure the session in any way you like.
You will have 15 minutes to present, but you should expect
that your interviewers may have questions and will want to
challenge aspects of your presentation.
The 15-minute presentation will be followed by a discussion
on the topic including any questions you have.
There will be a screen and HDMI connection available to use.
Please send any materials beforehand to
jobs@mudano.com – and feel free to bring laptops or other
materials to the session.

Discussion
Good luck

